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Gemma Lloyd: The initial starting point for this exhibition began with my curiosty around the ink drawings
of faces you showed me in your studio a couple of years ago. What initiated these drawings? How did they
begin?

Sam Porritt: More so than most, the faces emerged out of the body of work that preceded them. Between
2003 and 2004 I began to use a brush and ink to make drawings. It came from my desire to re-examine
my relationship to drawing, something I hadn’t had for a long time. I wanted to work intuitively within a
limited set of circumstances but with no agenda other than that. The first drawings I made were preoccu-
pied with the novelty of using these new (to me) materials, how the ink sat on the paper and what the
line from a brush can convey. Pretty soon I realised that only a few lines were needed to provoke the eye
into reading something in the drawing. I continued in this vein, adding to a mark or obliterating it
depending on whether I wanted to suggest or hamper the reading of ’a thing’. Later on I realised, perhaps
inevitably, that I would most often pick faces out of a tangle of marks. At some point it occurred to me
that I should try to exorcise the faces from the drawings. Rather than trying to suppress the subject of the
face, I focused on making faces from the very first mark.

Before these brush and ink drawings, I had been making ‘head’ sculptures. These works started the
process of looking to the form to suggest a reading, and, in some ways, the ink faces carried on from
where the series of ‘heads’ left off. While I thoroughly enjoyed making the plaster ‘heads’, pulling expres-
sions out of the wet plaster as it set and later painting them, I was slightly scared by how all-consuming
these works were. An instinct for self preservation kicked in. In order to keep other interests (in sculp-
ture) open I knew I had to change tack. I vowed to wind down that series of works just as I started to
make the drawings of faces.

GL: The heads and faces in your work are not generally derived from particular individuals you have in
mind, though there are exceptions: you make explicit reference to yourself in Partial Self Portrait and I
am the Problem includes snippings of your own hair. Can you say something about your own presence in
the work?

SP: Yes, that’s right, I never had an image of a particular face in mind to begin with. It was important
that my mind was blank, no expectations meant that I would not be disappointed by my lack of ability,
rather, I would be pleasantly surprised if something interesting happened. Also, I was trying to surprise
myself with every drawing, each new one was an attempt to contradict rather than refine the last. Of
course certain things recur after a while, the hand and eye acquires a physical memory that cannot be
outrun.



On another level I would say the work in the exhibition is a manifestation of me. It is this bind that both
Partial Self Portrait and I Am The Problem respond to in a very direct way. While I think that everything I
make could be viewed as a self-portrait I am not entirely comfortable with the unchecked celebration of
the individual in my work or in society at large. I began to notice how the prefix, ‘I am…’ was used in
everyday consumer culture, for example in the film title, I am Legend and a shoe company advertising
slogan: ‘I am the Rules’.

As for using my own hair, I am yet to get to the bottom of why I put it in my work. I think it is to do with
surplus, in that it is surplus of me, and gives a literal and surplus meaning to the works I put it in. The
first time I used my hair was for a wall drawing. In that instance it was to do with the material properties
of hair. After that I used it in a series of casts to reinforced the plaster, most of my hair was concealed in
the object although some stuck out at irregular intervals, alluding to the idea of the maker unable to
detach himself from his work. In I am the Problem, I wanted to see if my hair could give personality to an
object (a lamp) in the same way the drawings of faces do.

GL. Seen collectively, the works in this show present expressions and glances that fill the gallery with a
sense of suspicion and doubt – what role, if any, do these possible readings have in your work?

SP: That is what makes an exhibition like this so interesting, for the first time I can see the cumulative
effect of work made over a few years. Looking at the drawings of faces for example, it is curious to see
that although they portray a range of emotions, taken collectively one reads them as being doubtful.
Thinking back, they probably do channel what I was feeling at the time, both my personal and more
socially minded hopes and fears. Maybe the sense of doubt detected in the exhibition is the result of
those hopes and fears cancelling each other out?

Setting the drawings against a work like Baghdad (2005) is interesting because here the subject of the
work is more overt, a subject too large to unpack but possible to point at. The sculptural part of the work
points up and down simultaneously so I adopted a similar logic when deciding what colour to paint it. To
my mind, grey is the colour of doubt, being a compromise between black and white. However, in If The
Whole World Was A Soup It Would Taste Awful! (2009), the idea of adding everything up and that taking
the average is itself taken to an absurd end.

GL: The drawings are made with both a swiftness and immediacy and the selection presented here belong
to a much larger group. How do you make them and do you see these works as an ongoing investigation?

SP: Those particular drawings belong to a series that numbers several hundred, the vast majority made
over a three-year period between 2005-08. Individually they were very quick to make but there were long
gaps between periods of activity. In retrospect these pauses were useful as I could forget some of what I
had drawn before. Eventually I stopped the series because I began to notice a particular expression reoc-
cur, someone described the expression as ‘arch’, it is quite pronounced in the drawing Untitled (Mother)
(2008), one of the last drawings in the series.

Thinking about a facial expression as the symptom of an emotion, and of the face more generally as a site
of very sophisticated interaction, it fits that brush and ink could capture something of this. Drawing with
ink is immediate and indelible; by using a brush I can draw a line that can register my mood. Early on I
found that if I drew a face when I was feeling tense or awkward then the line would often be tentative or
indecisive, this in turn would make a face with an uncertain expression.



GL: I am the Problem (2011) has been reconfigured for this exhibition – the white trainers have been
replaced and their substitute will obviously invite different readings and associations. You have talked
about works in the studio becoming activated following the introduction of subsequent components how
do these come in?

SP: I like making sculpture because you find yourself agonising over some curious decisions, and in using
ready-made objects you deal with the etymology of things. The situation I got into whilst making I am the
Problem is a good example of this as I found myself asking the question; ‘what shoes and gloves should a
table wear?’ After a few false starts I got around the problem of what type of table I should buy, by mak-
ing the table myself. The first shoes and gloves I put on the table legs were my own and for a while I
thought that they worked, but some time later I became dissatisfied with them. They were non-descript
but still too specific, even after I had removed all the branding.

I had a strong sense that the work was to do with consumption and the impact we have on our surround-
ings so I felt that a solution would be found following my own decisions as a consumer. Eventually I set-
tled on walking boots and gloves because that type of footwear has a purpose and its purpose is to allow
you to challenge yourself, albeit in a rather sedate yet conscientious way.

GL: While some of your titles make clear statements (e.g. Looking for Trouble) others emphasise the pre-
cariousness of interpretation (e.g. Escape? Escape!). It is clear the titles play an important role in your
work but how do they come about? At what point does the work acquire a title?

I always hope that the title for a piece of work occurs whilst I am making it, that if it is part of the deci-
sion making process early on it stands a better chance of sticking to the work, otherwise I am happy for
the default title to be ‘Untitled’. With certain pieces the title is half the work, for example with Baghdad I
was interested to see how the relevance of the title changed over time, that although in 2011 the city is
still a dangerous place for its inhabitants it is no longer news-worthy, I hope this is not the case next time
the work is shown.

My basic rule of thumb is that if a title is not integral to a piece or does not help it when added later on,
then it is detrimental and should be dispensed with.

GL: A fluid vocabulary of human expression and states can be read in your drawings – smugness, distress,
indifference, determination, dismay – which brings to mind the ‘character heads’ of the German-Austrian
sculptor Franz Xaver Messerschmidt. He would pull these contorted faces in front of a mirror and then
carve them in alabaster or cast them in lead alloy. Where would you say your expressions come from?

SP: Initially I was satisfied if a face was legible, let alone that it had a specific expression. Unlike
Messerschmidt I did not intend to create a lexicon of expressions from the outset, nor were they based on
my own facial expressions. Perhaps Frank Auerbach or Francis Bacon figure somewhere in this series. In
both their works a fleck of paint can suggest a nostril or eyelid that then unlocks an entire face. But then
again, they both worked, like Messerschmidt, from the starting point of either a model or photograph.

Not long ago someone asked me if I was interested in cartoons, if this was where the series came from.
While I have no interest in cartoons as such, I can see that they might have a shared lineage. Characters
in cartoons are generally drawn with an economy of line because the comic artist will have to redraw the
image, the invented character used to carry a narrative.
With a few exceptions, the faces drawn on the lamps for example, the faces in this exhibition are without
such a purpose. The expressions given to the lamps however, respond to the circumstances that the lamps
find themselves in, they comment on their own predicament.


